Improvements on QL Thruster Control Unit
Models: QL Accessories

Installation
To improve accessibility on installation, more room has been given at the connections on the control box. This also gives higher flexibility upon cable routing. The cable lug mounting has been made wider to allow a larger range of cable lugs, previously 25mm has been increased to 29mm (1.25').

Note! Installation order of cables should be from left to right, to make the installation easier. See updated installation manual 7748038 for further details.

Handling
To secure correct use, the system is equipped with an automatic "time out" function. After 30 seconds the thruster will stop automatically and the lever needs to be put in neutral to reset the stop function. A total of four running cycles of 30 seconds are allowed before 25 minutes pause is required.

See updated operators manual 7746768 for further details.

Thruster fuse & Fuse holder
For easier and secure mounting of the fuse, a wider standard support washer is now included in the fuse holder kit. Previously the washer needed to be sourced locally depending on cable shoe.

Warning! The washer must not be installed between the fuse and cable lug!

See updated QL thruster fuse & fuse holder instruction 7746562 for further details.